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On creative writing

Nowadays the subject under discussion is topical one. How should 
we teach students to express their ideas in writing?. The purpose of the 
present article is mastering skills of the letter. The creative letter is aimed 
at communication and selfexpression bears a number of advantages. Au
thors offer real examples based on the own experience. The motivation 
and the reasons of writing of the creative letter have been determined. 
Students should set their imagination free, trying to find their individual 
selfexpression. The article gives the definition of what critical thinking is. 
There are also some examples what creative – minded properties students 
must possess while writing letters, articles or essays. The article describes 
creative writing as one of the components of culture. There are some ex
amples concerning the Japanese poetic form called haiku. In conclusion 
when analyzing of a number of foreign experts’ experience on the subject 
the authors recommend a modern approach contributing to the develop
ment of creative thinking.

Key words: creative writing, timeconsuming, composing process, 
selfexpression, stimulate imagination, search for identity.
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Жaзбaшa түрдегі 
шығaрмaшылық ойлaуғa оқыту 

Қaзіргі уaқыттa бұл тaқырып көкейкесті болып тaбылaды. 
Студенттерді қaлaй ойлaрын жaзбaшa тілде білдіруге үйрету. Бұл 
мaқaлaның мaқсaтыжaзу мaшығын игеру. Қaтынaс пен өз ойын 
білдіруге бaғыттaлғaн шығaрмaшылық жaзу бірнеше aртықшы
лықтaрғa ие. Aвторлaр өз тәжірибесіне негізделген шынaйы 
мысaлдaрды ұсынaды. Шығaрмaшылық жaзбa жaзудың уәждемесі 
мен себептері aнықтaлды. Студентерге қиял мен жеке өз ойын 
білдіруді іздеуді қaлыптaстыру қaжет. Мaқaлaдa сыни ойлaу 
aнықтaмaсы беріледі, сондaй aқ шығaрмaшылық үрдісте хaт, мaқaлa, 
эссе жaзу кезінде студенттер қaндaй қaсиеттерге ие болу керек 
екендігіне мысaлдaр келтіріледі. Мaқaлaдa шaғaрмaшылық жaзу 
турaлы, мәдениеттің құрaуыштaры түрінде aйтылaды. Жaпондық 
хaйку aқындық үлгі мысaлдaры келтіріледі. Қорытынды ретінде, 
шетелдік сaрaпшылaрдың бірқaтaр тәжірибелерін сaрaптaй отырып, 
aвторлaр шығaрмaшылық ойлaуды дaмытуғa септігін тигізетін 
зaмaнaуи тәсілді ұсынaды. 

Түйін сөздер: сындaрлы жaзу, көп уaқыт aлaтын, шығaрмaшылық 
үрдіс, өз ойын білдіру, қиялды ынтaлaндыру, жекешелікті іздеу. 

Нурмухaнбетовa A.A.,  
Исaбaевa Б.К.

Обучение творческому  
мышлению в письменном виде

Цель дaнной стaтьи – овлaдение нaвыкaми письмa. Творческое 
письмо, нaцеленное нa коммуникaцию и сaмовырaжение, несет ряд  
преимуществ. Aвторы предлaгaют реaльные примеры нa основе 
собственного опытa. Определенa мотивaция и причины нaписaния 
творческого письмa. Студентaм необходимо формировaть вооб
рaжение, поиск индивидуaльного сaмовырaжения. В стaтье дaется 
определение критического мышления, a тaкже приводятся примеры, 
кaкими свойствaми должен овлaдеть студент при нaписaнии письмa, 
стaтьи или эссе, подойдя к дaнному процессу творчески. В стaтье 
говорится о творческом письме кaк о компоненте культуры. Приво
дятся примеры японской поэтической формы хaйку. В зaключение, 
aнaлизируя опыт рядa зaрубежных экспертов, aвторы предлaгaют 
современный подход, способствующий рaзвитию творческого 
мышления.

Ключевые словa: критическое нaписaние, отнимaющее много 
времени, творческий процесс, сaмовырaжение, стимулировaть 
вообрaжение, поиск индивидуaльности.
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Nowadays creative writing is actual more than ever. An ability 
to formulate your thoughts on paper not only develops an individual 
intellectually, but it also helps in other spheres of life. The fact is 
that writing depends on the way we think and speak.

It is known that in any language writing is one of the most 
difficult skills to acquire. For teachers it’s time-consuming, both to 
prepare and assess. That’s why we can say, that it’s the most ignored 
skills in class.

In «English Teaching Forum» S.Davies [1], that it is generally 
restricted to «fill-in-the-blank exercises which focus on accuracy 
rather than the composing process». But creative writing aimed at 
communication and self-expression carries many other advantages. 
So, what are these advantages? And are there other reasons to 
include creative writing as part of a foreign language curriculum? 

In this paper we will try to explore these questions, providing 
both a theoretical context and real life examples from our own 
experience.

 What exactly is creative writing? According to J.Fearnside [2], 
creative writing is «any writing aimed at telling a story expressing 
an emotion, or both». The above definition also states what creative 
writing is not: something connected with an unemotional telling of 
facts, such as business writing, scientific reports and journalism. 
As J.Fearnside states, even writing that tells a story and elicits an 
emotional response is not creative writing, if its primary aims are 
different (e.g. advertising which always hopes to sell something).

Creative writing includes writing what you would expect – 
fiction, poetry and essays. There are also letters, diaries, speeches 
and even some journalism that is commonly called «magazine 
style». 

Thus, creative writing is not the work of a few talented/skilled 
specialists, but the result of people who need to communicate 
which has its own rules that make some writing more entertaining, 
convincing or emotionally affective than others.

In «Seven Reasons Why Children Should Write Stories» 
G.Tompkins [3], states the following reasons to write:

- to entertain;
- to foster artistic expression;
- to explore the functions and values of writing;
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- to stimulate imagination;
- to clarify thinking;
- to search for identity;
- to learn to read and write
There no doubt that all of them are excellent 

reasons to teach creative writing, but J.Fearnside 
suggests some other reasons why it is especially 
appropriate in class:

1) you are probably using it;
2) it’s an excellent way to incorporate writing, 

reading, speaking and listening skills together;
3) critical thinking is built into it;
4) it is a good opportunity to teach cultural 

lessons;
5) it provides a chance to do something 

perceived as «fun», while still requiring a lot of 
work from your students.

Now let’s look at each of the reasons more 
closely.

Creative writing includes not only the usual 
stories, essays and poems, but also works such as 
folktales, character sketches and song lyrics, all 
commonly used in class. While using them you open 
the possibility of making your students attempts to 
create their own examples.

The author believes it is necessary to write 
acquisition in the early stages. Reading the work of 
others not only provides good models to learn from, 
it can help enrich vocabulary by providing new 
words in a meaningful context as well it stimulates 
thinking and discussion.

Critical thinking is a process by which disparate 
facts are consumed, analyzed, evaluated, rejected 
or assimilated. It is aimed at exploration, not 
finding definitive answers. Unfortunately, most 
learning involves lower-order thinking, such as 
memorization of facts, and this is what students are 
accustomed to. Of course such thinking has its value 
in providing the base for higher-order thinking. 
However, learning must go beyond that for humans 
and human knowledge to grow.

Creative writing forces students to think in a way 
they are not accustomed to thinking. There are no 
ready-made answers to the question «What should 
my character do in this situation?». Student must 
ponder the problem, search not only their mental 
warehouses of facts but also their imagination, and 
with all their skill commit to an act of creation: 
putting words together.

Writing doesn’t exist apart from culture. The 
individual forms of writing have their own unique 
beginnings and history. Thus a unit on sonnets 
should include a lesson on its development from 
renaissance Italy to Shakespeare’s England to today.

Many students are initially afraid of any kind 
of assignment that involves the word «creative». 
But completing one creative writing assignment 
disabuses them of those feelings. It requires a lot 
of work, but the difference is that the skills they 
learn and exercise through creative writing are often 
absorbed unconsciously. Students learn without 
knowing that they are learning.

Since writing does not exist without culture, 
creative writing provides an opportunity to teach 
cultural lessons. It’s impossible to have a lesson on 
haiku, a Japanese poetic form, without a cultural 
lesson on Japan.

In our country students are used to and thus 
favour for traditional Russian poetry written on 
specific themes (nature, patriotism, love, etc.) and 
uses a special poetical language.

Haiku, however, has none of these qualities, 
that’s why students sometimes resist it. Yet it is more 
than 500 year old and is considered the definite form 
of a Japanese poetry. Why? How does simplicity of 
its style reflect the Zen philosophies so influential 
in Japan? What does it say about the nature of its 
people? Exploring these questions offers not only 
historical and sociological lessons, but it can lead to 
some interesting discussions as well.

Let’s consider one of the examples given by 
J.Fearnside, that involves writing haikus.

So, what is haiku? It is a three-line poem based 
on syllables, its three lines alternate between five, 
seven and five syllables. Besides, the lines together 
should do three things:

- present a clear physical picture;
- create a distinct emotion;
- end by suggesting a «spiritual insight», or a 

moment when the meaning of the poem becomes 
clear.

The teacher started a lesson asking his students 
what they would like their haiku to be about. It 
was decided they would describe their first bell. 
The teacher said: «Now we need a clear physical 
picture», and after several attempts everybody 
agreed on the first line: «Pupils in black and white». 
Next it was necessary to create a distinct emotion. 
«What do these pupils feel like?» – the teacher 
asked. «Scared»,– the students replied.»What are 
they scared of?». «Getting bad marks»,– came the 
answer. That led to the next line: « unknowing of the 
future». Finally, they needed to make the meaning 
of the poem clear.

The teacher asked them to say what the first 
bell looked like, what exactly they were doing. 
The students said they were giving presents to their 
teachers. He wanted to know why they were doing 
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it. The students hoped that their teachers would 
be nice to them. So the poem was finished in the 
following way:

Pupils in black and white 
unknowing of the future 
flowers in their hands.
When the poem was read, it was clear that 

it conveys a clear picture, distinct emotion and 
«spiritual» insight. It was a portrait of the first bell 
everyone can recognize without using the words 
«first bell», «first day at school» or even «school». 
They created art. 

To summarize, in analyzing the work of others, 
this simple acronym can be offered: RAW (read, 
analyze and write).

1. Read – anything. We believed that students 
learn more by reading;

2. Analyze – the work of others and your own 
work;

3. Write – writing begins in the imagination, 
but it is also a process of vision and revision. In 
other words, writers should be dreamers and doers 
setting their imagination free.
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